A new version of the HDEC (Henry Draper Extension Charts) catalog is presented. The catalog includes 88,548 entries, more than 3500 of which (components of binary systems) were earlier corrupted by an algorithmic error (1579 multiple systems were revealed). Spectral classification of these objects has been corrected manually using the CDS data. We also corrected some mistakes of the catalog detected by the measurement model and crossmatching with other CDS catalogs, and, in some cases, by the authors of the catalog and through collaboration of the HDEC users.
INTRODUCTION
The Henry Draper Catalog (HD) consists of three parts: the main catalog and two extensions. The main catalog (Cannon & Pickering 1918 -1924 and its first extension (Cannon 1936) were published as tables containing information about the stars of the entire sky, including the spectral type, magnitudes, and approximate equatorial coordinates (with an accuracy of 0.1 m in right ascension and 1 arcmin in declination). The second extension of the HD catalog (Cannon & Mayall 1949 ) was published as maps, rough photocopies of the original Harvard photographic plates of some selected areas of the sky with 86,933 faint (9−13 mag) stars labeled on them. There are 275 maps in total; each star is marked with its number and its spectral type.
The work of our team on accurate identification of astronomical objects and assigning to them precise coordinates adopted from major positional catalogs began in 1990s. The results of the determination of coordinates for HDEC stars were published by Nesterov et al. (1995 Nesterov et al. ( , 1996 ; the catalog is now available at the Strasbourg Astronomical Data Center under number III/182. Its preparation made use of the GSC-AC catalog (Gulyaev & Nesterov 1992; Röser et al. 1995) .
In this paper, we analyze the data of the III/182 catalog: comments and errata from CDS, the list of variables, objects with peculiar spectra, and the full list of multiple stars (from Ashimbaeva 2008) .
VARIABLE AND PECULIAR STARS
The HDEC catalog contains a list of 419 variable stars whose spectral classification is available on Cannon's charts. This original list was expanded using the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (Samus et al. 2007 (Samus et al. -2015 GCVS) , providing identifications for 503 stars. A special study of variable stars was not done at that stage.
This list of variable stars was analyzed: wrong identifications were excluded, refined coordinates of some HD stars were assigned to variables, and coordinates of some objects that had had wrong identifications on Cannon's maps or on charts from the GCVS reference to a chart or photograph were redetermined. Several variables now have new coordinates, different from those in the GCVS, after identification on relevant charts. There remains an uncertainty for some variables, for example, for Novae of 1920-1930s that are not currently visible or difficult to identify using charts. All comments are designated in the catalog with the letter R (remarks flag in the catalog). The final list of variables contains 464 stars.
An analysis of the objects with the symbols M and P in the position source (objects with peculiar spectra and obscure identifications) was carried out. Full details are included in the remarks (some uncertainties have been removed thanks to identification on charts).
MULTIPLE STARS
Analysis of multiple stars in the catalog was based on the results published by Ashimbaeva (2008) . In the HDEC catalog, 1785 multiple systems were found. The reduction of the entire data set yielded more than 4000 components. In addition to component identification errors, we also revealed serious errors in the HDEC, inevitable in a large catalog.
Visual analysis of objects from the list allowed us to remove incorrect components due to improper identification and to add new ones that had not been detected during the creation of the HDEC. It was decided, if possible, to consider only the components A and B, in order to avoid confusion in the list.
In addition, false "single components", i.e., stars marked with only one letter, "A" or "B", were corrected.
Special words need to be said about the stars marked in the HDEC catalog as blends. Many of them appeared in our analysis as symbiotic stars or stars with composite spectra, but there are several objects not included in known lists of such stars. Thus, they can become possible objects of further observational studies.
ANALYSIS OF NEIGHBORS
Serious work was devoted to the distribution of neighbors. The simplest method is to analyze the distance between the successive HD numbers. Their distribution is multimodal. There are two peaks, one at the transition between maps and the other at the transition between stripes on the same map (method of operation used by Miss Cannon; Cannon & Mayall 1949) . They mask blunders. The latter are easy to identify, analyzing the distances in ascending order. Regular transitions between the sky regions give jumps and errors, double jumps (a jump to one side and the reverse rebound). Thus, a number of typos in the HDEC unnoticed by anyone were found. The next step was the automatic cross-identification of the HDEC list and the UCAC4 catalog using facilities of the CDS.
From the analysis of the resulting list of discrepancies, we found the following features.
• For the list of 30 ′′ (the most crude) errors, the identified errors were caused by:
-lapses, -incorrect identifications, -the objects being absent on modern images, as reflected in the comments (remark R), -large proper motions not taken into account.
• For the list of 15 ′′ discrepancies, the number of errors has increased, but the quality has changed. The reasons are the same, but many errors are now related to proper motions.
• The largest list of uncertain cases came from cross-matching within the distance of 3 ′′ . The reasons for lacking identification are different now:
-there were very few typos: they had been revealed earlier, when analyzing rough discrepancies, -neglected proper motions, -the most important reason of uncertainties is that originally "single" HDEC stars are actually double.
It was decided to add multiple components to the catalog. Therefore, we have got a full list of multiple systems consisting of 1579 stars (3198 components). The list of multiple stars is a part of the final HDEC2 catalog. The first HDEC release contains 88,883 entries including 1783 multiple systems; the new release contains only 88,548 stars.
RESULTING CATALOG
As a result, the HDEC catalog became closer to the original purpose of the Miss Cannon's spectral classification and to the Strasbourg methodology on how to work with multiple objects. The main catalog list contains only the components having spectral classification. All HDEC numbers are given. The list of components of multiple systems contains all the other objects considered in this study. The file structure has remained virtually the same as in III/182; only the column containing star identifications with the UCAC4 catalog was added. All kinematical data (provided by V. V. Nesterov and A. A. Volchkov) can now be used for studies of old catalogs or when checking empirical relations. The data on components of multiple stars obtained in this study can be used in the analysis of identification problems.
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